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Dear zakki, 

Your submission entitled "MnFe2O4 Nanoparticles/Cellulose Acetate Composite Nanofiber for Controllable Release
of Naproxen" has been been assigned the following manuscript number: MATCHEMPHYS-D-20-00031.  

You may check on the progress of your paper by logging on to the Elsevier Editorial System as an author. The URL is
https://ees.elsevier.com/matchemphys/.  

Your username is: m.zakki.fahmi@fst.unair.ac.id 

If you need to retrieve password details, please go to: http://ees.elsevier.com/matchemphys/automail_query.asp 

For guidelines on how to track your manuscript in EES please go the following address: For guidelines on how to
track your manuscript in EES please go the following address: http://help.elsevier.com/app/
answers/detail/p/7923/a_id/89 

Thank you for submitting your work to this journal. 

Kind regards, 

Materials Chemistry and Physics 

*********************************************************** 
For further assistance, please visit our customer support site at http://help.elsevier.com/app/answers/list/p/7923. Here
you can search for solutions on a range of topics, find answers to frequently asked questions and learn more about
EES via interactive tutorials. You will also find our 24/7 support contact details should you need any further assistance
from one of our customer support representatives. 
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Materials Chemistry and Physics 

Dear Dr. Fahmi, 

Reviewers have now commented on your paper. You will see that they are advising that you revise your manuscript. If
you are prepared to undertake the work required, I would be pleased to reconsider my decision.   

For your guidance, reviewers' comments are appended below.

If you decide to revise the work, please submit a list of changes or a rebuttal against each point which is being raised
when you submit the revised manuscript.  Your revised manuscript should be submitted within 30 days. 

To submit a revision, please go to https://ees.elsevier.com/matchemphys/ and login as an Author.  
Your username is: m.zakki.fahmi@fst.unair.ac.id  

If you need to retrieve password details, please go to: http://ees.elsevier.com/matchemphys/automail_query.asp  

NOTE: Upon submitting your revised manuscript, please upload the source files for your article. For additional details
regarding acceptable file formats, please refer to the Guide for Authors at: http://www.elsevier.com/journals/materials-
chemistry-and- physics/0254-0584/guide-for-authors 

When submitting your revised paper, we ask that you include the following items: 

Manuscript and Figure Source Files (mandatory) 

We cannot accommodate PDF manuscript files for production purposes. We also ask that when submitting your
revision you follow the journal formatting guidelines.  Figures and tables may be embedded within the source file for
the submission as long as they are of sufficient resolution for Production.For any figure that cannot be embedded
within the source file (such as *.PSD Photoshop files), the original figure needs to be uploaded separately. Refer to
the Guide for Authors for additional information. 
http://www.elsevier.com/journals/materials-chemistry-and- physics/0254-0584/guide-for-authors 

Highlights (mandatory) 

Highlights consist of a short collection of bullet points that convey the core findings of the article and should be
submitted in a separate file in the online submission system. Please use 'Highlights' in the file name and include 3 to
5 bullet points (maximum 85 characters, including spaces, per bullet point). See the following website for more
information  
http://www.elsevier.com/highlights 

Graphical Abstract (optional) 

Graphical Abstracts should summarize the contents of the article in a concise, pictorial form designed to capture the
attention of a wide readership online. Refer to the following website for more information: http://www.elsevier.com/
graphicalabstracts  

On your Main Menu page is a folder entitled "Submissions Needing Revision". You will find your submission record
there.  

For guidelines on how to submit your revised manuscript please go the following address: For guidelines on how to
submit your revised manuscript please go the following address: http://help.elsevier.com/app/
answers/detail/p/7923/a_id/91 

Note: While submitting the revised manuscript, please double check the author names provided in the submission so
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that authorship related changes are made in the revision stage. If your manuscript is accepted, any authorship
change will involve approval from co-authors and respective editor handling the submission and this may cause a
significant delay in publishing your manuscript. 

Please note that this journal offers a new, free service called AudioSlides: brief, webcast-style presentations that are
shown next to published articles on ScienceDirect (see also http://www.elsevier.com/audioslides). If your paper is
accepted for publication, you will automatically receive an invitation to create an AudioSlides presentation. 

Materials Chemistry and Physics features the Interactive Plot Viewer, see: http://www.elsevier.com/interactiveplots.
Interactive Plots provide easy access to the data behind plots. To include one with your article, please prepare a .csv
file with your plot data and test it online at http://authortools.elsevier.com/interactiveplots/verification before
submission as supplementary material. 

MethodsX file (optional) 

If you have customized (a) research method(s) for the project presented in your Materials Chemistry and Physics
article, you are invited to submit this part of your work as MethodsX article alongside your revised research article.
MethodsX is an independent journal that publishes the work you have done to develop research methods to your
specific needs or setting. This is an opportunity to get full credit for the time and money you may have spent on
developing research methods, and to increase the visibility and impact of your work.  

How does it work? 
1)      Fill in the MethodsX article template: https://www.elsevier.com/MethodsX-template 
2)      Place all MethodsX files (including graphical abstract, figures and other relevant files) into a .zip file and upload
this as a 'Method Details (MethodsX) ' item alongside your revised Materials Chemistry and Physics manuscript.
Please ensure all of your relevant MethodsX documents are zipped into a single file.  
3)       If your Materials Chemistry and Physics research article is accepted, your MethodsX article will automatically
be transferred to MethodsX, where it will be reviewed and published as a separate article upon acceptance. 
MethodsX is a fully Open Access journal, the publication fee is only 520 US$.  

Questions?  Please contact the MethodsX team at methodsx@elsevier.com.  Example MethodsX articles can be
found here: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/22150161 

Include interactive data visualizations in your publication and let your readers interact and engage more closely with
your research. Follow the instructions here: https://www.elsevier.com/authors/author-services/data-visualization to
find out about available data visualization options and how to include them with your article. 
MethodsX file (optional) 
We invite you to submit a method article alongside your research article. This is an opportunity to get full credit for the
time and money you have spent on developing research methods, and to increase the visibility and impact of your
work. If your research article is accepted, your method article will be automatically transferred over to the open
access journal, MethodsX, where it will be editorially reviewed and published as a separate method article upon
acceptance. Both articles will be linked on ScienceDirect. Please use the MethodsX template available here when
preparing your article: https://www.elsevier.com/MethodsX-template. Open access fees apply. 

Yours sincerely, 

Lia Stanciu 
Editor 
Materials Chemistry and Physics 

Reviewers' comments: 

Reviewer #1: This manuscript can be accepted for publication in the journals after the authors provide sufficient
responses to the following comments: 

1. The novelty of the study should be mentioned in the introduction section. 

2. The purity of the chemicals used in the study should be given. 

3. Section 3.1. The authors mentioned that the purity and crystallinity of the MnFe2O4 was characterized using XRD,
what is the purity and crystallinity of the sample? 

4. The unit of each parameters in the model should be given in the manuscript. 
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Reviewer #3: MnFe2O4 Nanoparticles/Cellulose Acetate Composite Nanofiber for Controllable Release of Naproxen 

Magnetic composite nanofibers have been synthesized using cellulose Acetate, collagen and MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
by electrospinning method. The formed electro spun nanofibers were then used for the controlled naproxen drug
release. The MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were characterized by XRD, SEM and DLS graph. The composite nanofibers
containing MnFe2O4 nanoparticles are characterized by SEM-EDX, TEM, FTIR and TGA. The work also includes
kinetic study of the drug release from the nanofibers. 

MNPs loaded nanofibers have found to aid naproxen release in a controllable manner. The synthesized nanofibers
were found to become thinner and possessed much lower diameter with an increase in the conductivity of the dope
solution.  

Comments to the Author: 
Though the work done is substantial, the following are to be addressed by the authors so as to make it more
efficacious:   
1.      Does increasing the conductivity of the dope solution has an effect on the MNP loading onto the nanofibers? If
so, to what extent? 
2.      Is naproxen release accompanied by MNP release during the application? What is the fate of the loaded MNPs
after application?  
3.      XRD peaks corresponding to different planes must be indexed in Figure 1. 
4.      Errors in framing of sentences are observed throughout the manuscript like: 
Page 2 - line 61. 
Page 3 - line 1.  
Page 4 - Lines 52,53 - Make it more clear. 
Page 8 - Lines 34, 35. 
Page 9 - Figure 4b label has to be modified for clarity. 
Page 10, 11 - Figure 6, 7 - In the label, use COL instead of KOL. 

Data in Brief (optional): 

We invite you to convert your supplementary data (or a part of it) into an additional journal publication in Data in Brief,
a multi-disciplinary open access journal. Data in Brief articles are a fantastic way to describe supplementary data and
associated metadata, or full raw datasets deposited in an external repository, which are otherwise unnoticed. A Data
in Brief article (which will be reviewed, formatted, indexed, and given a DOI) will make your data easier to find,
reproduce, and cite.  

You can submit to Data in Brief via the Materials Chemistry and Physics submission system when you upload your
revised Materials Chemistry and Physics manuscript. To do so, complete the template and follow the co-submission
instructions found here: www.elsevier.com/dib-template. If your Materials Chemistry and Physics manuscript is
accepted, your Data in Brief submission will automatically be transferred to Data in Brief for editorial review and
publication.  

Please note: an open access Article Publication Charge (APC) is payable by the author or research funder to cover
the costs associated with publication in Data in Brief and ensure your data article is immediately and permanently free
to access by all. For the current APC see: www.elsevier.com/journals/data-in-brief/2352-3409/open-access-journal 

Please contact the Data in Brief editorial office at dib-me@elsevier.com or visit the Data in Brief homepage
(www.journals.elsevier.com/data-in-brief/) if you have questions or need further information. 

NOTE: The reviewer(s) may also have uploaded detailed comments on your manuscript as an attachment. To access
these comments, please go to: https://ees.elsevier.com/matchemphys/ Your username is:
m.zakki.fahmi@fst.unair.ac.id. If you need to retrieve password details, please go to: http://ees.elsevier.com/
matchemphys/automail_query.asp 

Then Click on 'Author Login'. 

*********************************************************** 
For further assistance, please visit our customer support site at http://help.elsevier.com/app/answers/list/p/7923. Here
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you can search for solutions on a range of topics, find answers to frequently asked questions and learn more about
EES via interactive tutorials. You will also find our 24/7 support contact details should you need any further assistance
from one of our customer support representatives. 
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Reply-To: Materials Chemistry and Physics <matchemphys@elsevier.com>
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*** Automated email sent by the system ***

Ms. Ref. No.:  MATCHEMPHYS-D-20-00031R1
Title: MnFe2O4 Nanoparticles/Cellulose Acetate Composite Nanofiber for Controllable Release of Naproxen
Materials Chemistry and Physics

Dear zakki,

Your revised manuscript was received for reconsideration for publication in Materials Chemistry and Physics.

You may check the status of your manuscript by logging onto the Elsevier Editorial System as an Author at https://ees.elsevier.com/
matchemphys/. For guidelines on how to track your manuscript in EES please go the following address: For guidelines on how to
track your manuscript in EES please go the following address: http://help.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/p/7923/a_id/89

Your username is: m.zakki.fahmi@fst.unair.ac.id

If you need to retrieve password details, please go to: http://ees.elsevier.com/matchemphys/automail_query.asp

Kind regards,

Materials Chemistry and Physics

***********************************************************
For further assistance, please visit our customer support site at http://help.elsevier.com/app/answers/list/p/7923. Here you can
search for solutions on a range of topics, find answers to frequently asked questions and learn more about EES via interactive
tutorials. You will also find our 24/7 support contact details should you need any further assistance from one of our customer
support representatives.
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Track your article [MAC_123055] accepted in Materials Chemistry and Physics 
1 message

Elsevier - Article Status <Article_Status@elsevier.com> Thu, Apr 9, 2020 at 10:05 PM
To: m.zakki.fahmi@fst.unair.ac.id

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please note this is a system generated email from an unmanned mailbox. 
If you have any queries we really want to hear from 
you via our 24/7 support at http://help.elsevier.com 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Article title: MnFe2O4 Nanoparticles/Cellulose Acetate Composite Nanofiber for Controllable Release of Naproxen 
Reference: MAC_123055 
Journal title: Materials Chemistry and Physics 
Article Number: 123055 
Corresponding author: Professor mochamad zakki fahmi 
First author: Dr. mochamad zakki fahmi 
Dear Professor fahmi, 

Your article MnFe2O4 Nanoparticles/Cellulose Acetate Composite Nanofiber for Controllable Release of Naproxen
will be published in Materials Chemistry and Physics. 

To track the status of your article throughout the publication process, please use our article tracking service: 

https://authors.elsevier.com/tracking/article/details.do?aid=123055&jid=MAC&surname=fahmi 

For help with article tracking: http://help.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/90 

Yours sincerely, 
Elsevier Author Support 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
HAVE A QUERY? 
We have 24/7 support to answer all of your queries quickly. 
http://help.elsevier.com 

UNRIVALLED dissemination for your work 
When your article is published, it is made accessible to more than 15 million monthly unique users of ScienceDirect,
ranging from scientists, researchers, healthcare professionals and students. This ensures that your paper reaches the
right audience, wherever they may be on the globe, and that your research makes the greatest impact possible. 

> Find new research yourself at: www.sciencedirect.com 

SENDER INFORMATION 
This e-mail has been sent to you from Elsevier Limited, The Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 1GB,
United Kingdom. To ensure delivery to your inbox (not bulk or junk folders), please add Article_Status@elsevier.com
to your address book or safe senders list. 

PRIVACY POLICY 
Please read our privacy policy. 

http://www.elsevier.com/privacypolicy 
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Your article [MAC_123055] is now available online 
1 message

Elsevier - Article Status <Article_Status@elsevier.com> Wed, Apr 15, 2020 at 8:10 AM
To: m.zakki.fahmi@fst.unair.ac.id

Article title: MnFe2O4 nanoparticles/cellulose acetate composite nanofiber for controllable release of naproxen 
Article reference: MAC_123055 
Journal title: Materials Chemistry and Physics 
Article Number: 123055 
Corresponding author: Professor Mochamad Zakki Fahmi 
First author: Dr. Mochamad Zakki Fahmi 
First published version available online: 15-APR-2020 
DOI information: 10.1016/j.matchemphys.2020.123055 

Dear Professor Fahmi, 

We are pleased to inform you that your article is now available online at: 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matchemphys.2020.123055 

You might like to bookmark this permanent URL to your article. Please note access to the full text of this article will
depend on your personal or institutional entitlements. 
The first published version of your article is made available at an early stage to provide fast access to your article and
is not intended to be the final version of 
your article. The article will undergo copyediting, typesetting, and review of the resulting proof before it is published in
its final form. Please note changes to the 
article should not be requested at this stage. 

This version will be replaced by the final version as soon as this is available. 

Your article can already be cited using the year of online availability and the DOI as follows: Author(s), Article Title,
Journal (Year), DOI. 

Once the full bibliographic details (including volume and page numbering) for citation purposes are available, you will
be alerted by e-mail. 

To track the status of your article throughout the publication process, please use our article tracking service: 

https://authors.elsevier.com/tracking/article/details.do?aid=123055&jid=MAC&surname=Fahmi 

Kind regards, 
Elsevier Author Support 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
HAVE QUESTIONS OR NEED ASSISTANCE? 
For further assistance, please visit our Customer Support site where you search for solutions on a range of topics and
find answers for frequently asked questions. You can also talk to our customer support team by hone 24 hours a day
from Monday-Friday and 24/7 by live chat and email. 
Get started at > http://service.elsevier.com 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd | Privacy Policy http://www.elsevier.com/privacypolicy 
Elsevier Limited, The Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 1GB, United Kingdom, Registration No.
1982084. This e-mail has been sent to you from Elsevier Ltd. To ensure delivery to your inbox (not bulk or junk
folders), please add article_status@elsevier.com to your address book or safe senders list. 
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